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ABSTRACT

A novel method, X-ray computed tomography, has recently emerged as a powerful, nondestructive methodology for material characterization, including geomaterials. This
method produces 3D images of the object that can be analyzed in various ways based on
the purpose of the scan. The objective of this research is to use X-ray CT technology to
investigate the internal structure and porosity of various types of aggregates such as
limestone, granite, and quartzite. In addition, this research used X-ray CT technology to
investigate the influence of harsh environments such as freezing and thawing on the
durability of the aggregate. Virgin and treated aggregate specimens were subjected to Xray CT to obtain high-resolution 3D images. Aggregate treatments (wetting/drying and
freeze-thaw cycles) were conducted using the sodium sulfate soundness test and the
actual free-thaw test. The CT scans were carried out using a sector 13-BMD synchrotron
microtomography beamline at the Advanced Photon Source of the Argonne National
Laboratory, Illinois. Analysis was conducted on the acquired 3D high-resolution images
to investigate the pore structure and micro-cracks of these aggregates types. The X-ray
CT technology was useful for visualizing the internal structure of aggregate particles with
high resolution. This visual inspection provided information on pore space characteristics
such as pore shape, connectivity, and distribution. In addition, volumetric quantities such
as the volume of aggregate particles and the volume of pore space were identified and
measured. These measured quantities were used to calculate porosities of the investigated
aggregates, which provided properties of these aggregates using the constructed 3D CT
images (non-conventional method). Sodium sulfate soundness test effects on the treated
aggregates (degradation, disintegration, and weathering) were significant, as observed in
ii

the 3D CT images of treated aggregate particles. Pore space volume increased as the
aggregate particles were treated with wetting/drying cycles of sodium sulfate solution.
The sodium sulfate soundness test significantly affected the permeable (connected) pore
space and induced degradation/disintegration, which increased the volume of connected
pore space with the increase of the number of wetting/drying test cycles. Isolated pore
space remained unchanged with the number of sodium sulfate test cycles, since the salt
could not penetrate these pores to induce internal force of expansion, which degraded and
disintegrated the aggregate structure. The freeze-thaw test induced changes to the pore
space of the treated aggregates with a noticeable impact on the connected pore space of
the aggregate particle.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Aggregates are significant components of roadway base courses, asphalt concrete
pavements, Portland cement concrete pavements, and bridge/culvert structures. As such,
the quality of aggregates has a tremendous influence on the performance and durability of
roadways and bridges; therefore, it is important to characterize that the quality of
aggregates used in construction. Tests are typically performed to characterize aggregates
using the physical parameters of gradation, resistance to abrasion, and resistance to
weathering (durability), which are considered conventional methods. The use of
conventional methods, such as the sodium sulfate soundness test (AASHTO T104), may
not accurately determine aggregate durability.
Rapid and accurate characterization of aggregates is vital to sustaining a safe and
functioning transportation infrastructure. For example, transportation infrastructure
components, such as reinforced concrete bridge structures, are subjected to harsh
environments, and, as a result, susceptible to early deterioration. In regions where deicing
salts are applied to the road surface during winter, corrosion of reinforcing steel is mainly
attributed to the presence of chloride ions derived from salts. Chloride ions penetrate the
concrete, which leads to the corrosion of reinforcing steel, and concrete cracking and
spalling. Subsequently, this leads to loss of serviceability and reduces the strength and
safety of transportation structures.
A novel method, X-ray Computed Tomography (CT), has recently emerged as a
powerful, non-destructive methodology for material characterization, including
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geomaterials. In this method, an object is scanned by directing an incident X-ray beam
towards the object. The X-ray that passes through the object is collected with an array of
detectors. The object is rotated such that the X-ray beam probes from several angles to
collect attenuation data and produce the equivalent of a cross-sectional “slice” through
the region of interest. This method produces three-dimensional (3D) images (rendering)
of the object that can be analyzed in various ways based on the purpose of the scan.
Chapter 2 presents some applications of the X-ray CT in material characterization.

1.1 Research Objective
The objective of this research is to use X-ray CT technology to investigate the internal
structure and porosity of various types of aggregates such as limestone, granite, and
quartzite. In addition, this research will use X-ray CT technology to investigate the
influence of harsh environments such as freezing and thawing on the durability of the
aggregate. To achieve the research objectives, the following plan was executed:
Virgin and treated aggregate specimens were subjected to X-ray CT to obtain highresolution 3D images. Aggregate treatments (wetting/drying and freeze-thaw cycles)
were conducted using the sodium sulfate soundness test and the actual free-thaw test to
simulate the impact of the environment on the aggregate durability. The CT scans were
carried out using a sector 13-BMD synchrotron microtomography beamline at the
Advanced Photon Source of the Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois. Analysis was
conducted on the acquired 3D high-resolution images to investigate the pore structure and
micro-cracks of these aggregates types. Aggregate durability and strength is greatly
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influenced by size, distribution, and connectivity of pore spaces within aggregate
particles. Quantitative analysis was conducted on these images to identify parameters
pertaining to aggregate durability.
1.2 Organization of Report
This report is organized in five Chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the research motivation
and objectives. Background information on the aggregate durability methods and the Xray and computed tomography are presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discusses the
research methodology in which aggregate samples were prepared and tested, and the
methods of CT image analysis. Chapter 4 presents the results of the research with
detailed analysis and evaluation. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in
Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter presents background information on synchrotron radiation and the 3D X-ray
computed tomography (CT) process. Aggregate durability and test methods used to
characterize aggregate durability are presented in the context of resistance to freeze-thaw
effects. Lastly, this Chapter discusses applications of X-ray computed tomography to
characterize geomaterials and other materials.
2.1 Three-Dimensional X-ray Computed Tomography
X-ray CT is a non-destructive technique for visualizing and quantifying the internal
features of objects. An object is scanned with an X-ray, and volumetric pixels (voxels)
are detected and created through a series of image reconstruction algorithms. The images
can then be further explored with 3D visualization, analysis, and modeling software.
Image acquisition begins with a source of energy, in which portions of that energy absorb
into, bounce off, or penetrate through an object, and some of that energy is detected by a
scintillator and camera or other detecting system. The most frequent sources used are
within the electromagnetic spectrum. The most well-known type of imaging is within
visible wavelengths (photographs), but objects can also be imaged internally with
ultraviolet rays, X-rays and Gamma rays. X-rays have been used in the medical field
since the early 1970s and are recently becoming a breakthrough in material imaging,
including non-destructive imaging of geomaterials.
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2.1.1 X-ray Production
Characteristic X-rays are produced from the excitation of atoms by high acceleration (or
deceleration). The excitation can be based on electrons, X-rays, Gamma rays, protons, or
synchrotron radiation. The particles are often charged using an X-ray vacuum tube with a
cathode to produce electrons and an anode to collect electrons, which creates a flow of
electrical current. The flow is created by connecting high voltage to the tube to excite the
electrons. Some X-rays are produced when particles are accelerated to a high energy and
bombard a material (usually a metal such as Tungston). The excited atoms emit
characteristic X-rays by creating instability within the atom from electrons in the metal
moving from outer shells to inner shells. The energy difference between the initial state
and final state after stability is regained and is given off as an X-ray photon.
There are several different X-ray beam arrays that can be used to image the interior of
objects:
1) pencil beam (Figure 2.1a), which images a single point; 2) fan beam (Figure 2.1b),
which images and magnifies a tiny cross-section of the object; 3) parallel beam (Figure
2.1c), which proportionally images a thicker cross-section of an object; and 4) cone beam
(Figure 2.1d), which magnifies a section of an object. Parallel and cone beams are more
desirable for volume CT because a larger portion of an object can be scanned in a
relatively short amount of time; however, parallel and cone beams require a greater
amount of intensity from the source of radiation. Electromagnetic radiation (including Xrays) from synchrotron radiation is produced by charged particles accelerating radially.
Margaritondo (1988) stated that “Synchrotron radiation is the electromagnetic radiation
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(a) Pencil beam

(b) Fan beam

(c) Parallel beam

(d) Conee beam
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synchrotron radiation, are making experiments such as computed tomography quick and
easy (Baruchel et al., 2002). The flux and brilliance, both based on a measure of photons
per second, are maximized to provide the most out of the facility. Flux is the measure of
photons per second in a narrow bandwidth, and brilliance is a measure of the intensity
and directionality of an X-ray beam (Advanced Photon Source, 2011). Third-generation
synchrotron radiation produces enough intensity to use parallel and cone X-ray beams for
tomography, which can be wide enough to cover entire samples.
Synchrotron facilities consist of several components, including an injection system, a
storage ring, and beamlines. The injection system generates, accelerates, and injects
electrons into the storage ring. Electrons are usually generated with an anode and heated
cathode, and then accelerated. The preliminary acceleration is achieved with a linear
accelerator (LINAC) that injects the electrons into a booster synchrotron, which uses a
series of electromagnets and a radio frequency system that are synchronized to further
accelerate the electron to very near the speed of light. The electrons are then injected into
the vacuum system of the storage ring where they are circulated by dipole bending
magnets and other magnets. Figure 2.2 illustrates an overview of the components
involved in the synchrotron radiation process.
Modern storage rings consist of several straight sections connected by bending magnets.
The straight sections allow for insertion devices to be added to the storage ring to
produce radiation with different properties than with bending magnets that can be used
for different applications. Figure 2.3 presents a schematic of a storage ring with bending
magnets and insertion devices. The bending magnet is located on the curve of the storage
ring and the insertion devices are located on straight sections. The radio frequency system
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radiation to two or moree beamlines, magnify or de-magnifyy the source, or change thhe
source polarrization. Figure 2.4 displlays a setup for some typpical beamliine componeents.
Mirrors are used in the setup
s
of Figu
ure 2.4 to foocus, condennse and defleect the beam..
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Figure 2.4: Typical bea
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Figure 2.5: Linear atteenuation thrrough a hom
mogeneous ssample (Jen
nkins, 2000))
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The photoelectric effect involves a high energy X-ray photon that gives up all of its
energy to release an electron from an interior shell of an atom. The free electron, known
as a photoelectron, is emitted. The void from the photoelectron is filled by an outer-shell
electron that has more energy than the interior electron that it replaced. This energy
difference results in the emission of characteristic radiation. Atoms with higher atomic
numbers take more energy to release the electrons. In addition, the probability of
photoelectric interaction is proportional to the cube of the atomic number (Z) (Hsieh,
2009).
The second interaction, the Compton Effect, involves a photon partially transferring
energy to an electron with significantly less energy than the incident photon. The electron
is freed and the incident X-ray photon is deflected with some loss of its initial energy,
and has a higher wavelength. The deflected photon can be either backscattered (a
deflection ˃90o, usually low-energy photons) or forward-scattered (a deflection ˂90o,
usually high-energy photons). Compton scattering occurs throughout the entire sample
and depends on the electron density of the material, not on the atomic number.
The third interaction of coherent scatter is simply the deflection of the X-ray photon with
no loss of energy. X-ray diffraction is a form of coherent scatter. The incident beam with
intensity Io is attenuated by the sample and then enters the imaging system as a weakened
beam with intensity I. The ratio of the intensity of the weakened beam and incident beam
(I/I0) is related to the attenuation coefficient, density, and thickness of the sample by a
form of the Beer-Lambert Law:
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I= Ioe-(µt)

(2.1)

where µ is the attenuation coefficient and t is the thickness of the sample. The attenuation
coefficient is a function of the atomic number of the elements within the material, the
energy of the incoming X-ray beam and density of the sample. Elements with a high
atomic number will absorb more energy than elements with a low atomic number, and
denser materials will have more atoms to absorb the photons. The interaction of an X-ray
beam with a homogeneous sample of thickness t, density ρ and attenuation coefficient µ
is represented by Figure 2.5.
However, samples are usually not homogeneous throughout the entire thickness, such as
a material that consists of air and solids made up of different elements. The internal
structure of a material will be relatively homogeneous over a very short thickness t.
Every tiny thickness will have a relatively homogeneous attenuation coefficient and add
to the attenuation of the beam, as visualized in Figure 2.6. This complication is corrected
with CT reconstruction algorithms; however, these algorithms cannot take into account
the polychromatic nature of X-ray beams. Even though the monochromators filter out
most of the unwanted energies, there is still a range of energies around the one that is
desired. Lower-energy X-rays are absorbed easier than the higher-energy photons, which
leads to beam hardening and the occurrence of artifacts.
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Figure 2.6: Linear attenuation through a non-homogeneous sample (after Hsieh,
2009)

After the X-rays pass through a sample they are directed into a detector system. The
detector system converts the X-ray photon intensity into an electrical impulse by means
of a scintillating material. Detection systems influence the image quality and resolution
as well as the efficiency of data collection. Scintillator efficiency depends on the energies
of photons that are being detected. High-energy photons pass through materials easier
than low-energy photons, which must be considered when processing the images. Also,
the size of a detector determines the spatial amount of the energy that is averaged into a
single pixel, and the number of detectors determines how fast the data can be collected.
To obtain a complete image, detectors are aligned in a grid pattern. A very large number
of very small detectors is optimal for higher image resolution, but the cost of processing
time increases as the resolution increases. Calibrations are also needed to correct for any
discrepancies in the detectors themselves or between the X-rays and detectors. This
calibration could be completed in a variety of ways depending on the system. A common
calibration method takes scans with no X-ray beam and scans with the X-ray on with no
sample in front of it, and normalizes the data with these scans.
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A single intensity detection of an object is not enough to view the internal structure;
however, as a sample rotates, many views of the object can be obtained at multiple
angles. As the number of angles at which views are taken increases, the quality of the
image and image acquisition time increases. A balance of projection angles and time
should be determined based on the importance of the quality desired. Volume CT usually
requires a larger number of projection angles. The sample should be scanned over 180
degrees for complete coverage, and the number of angles scanned determines the quality.
If there are large steps in the angle, the resulting image will be noisy. Figure 2.7
illustrates the effect of the number of angle projections on the quality of an image. Figure
2.7 (a) presents 45 projections of the X-ray scan to reconstruct an image that contains
heavy noise lines throughout the image. When the number of projections is increased to
90 the reconstructed image contains less noise, as depicted in Figure 2.7 (b). Figure 2.7
(c) is a CT constructed image with 360 projections and displays little noise around the
sample; Figure 2.7 (d) presents a clear CT reconstruction of the same image using 720
projections. The drawback of increasing the number of projections is an increase in the
amount of time needed for a full scan.
2.1.3 Image Reconstruction
Image reconstruction consists of using mathematical algorithms on image sinograms to
create 2-dimensional tomographs for each detector row. The most popular method is the
filtered back-projection algorithm (Ketcham and Carlson, 2001 and Hsieh, 2010), in
which the data is filtered with a given filter and then backprojected using Fourier
transforms. Each scan at each angle is superimposed onto a grid. Each point on the grid,
which corresponds to a pixel, is designated a CT number based on the overall intensity of
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the pixel. How the points are assigned CT numbers depends on the system being used.
Medical systems and some other systems use the Hounsfield Unit to allocate a value to
the pixel by relating the attentuation coefficient of the pixel to water and air as follows:

HU=1000

(2.2)

where HU is the Hounsfield Unit number given to each pixel based on the absorbing
material’s attenuation coefficient µ, the attenuation coefficient of water µw, and the
attenuation coefficient of air µa (Taina et al., 2007).
Linking to a reference materials like water and air works well in the medical field, but
trying to link objects that vary in chemical makeup to a reference, such as geomaterials,
is counterproductive (Ketcham and Carlson, 2001). CT systems used to image objects
that are chemically variable usually use a scale based on the individual object. Another
step in the reconstruction is the centering of the rotation axis. When the object is placed
on the rotation stage it is usually not centered perfectly along all axes; therefore,
measures must be taken to optimize image centers to prevent artifacts.
Some problems found in images from CT scans include artifacts and partial volume
effects. Common artifacts include beam hardening artifacts, long-axis lines, and ring
artifacts. Beam hardening artifacts cause the edge of objects to be brighter than the
center, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. Edge illumination from beam hardening occurs
because lower-energy X-rays are absorbed easier than higher-energy X-rays. Beam
hardening occurs near the edges of the sample because strong X-rays lose very little
intensity at the edge, while the softer X-rays are easily absorbed. Beam hardening can be
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Figure 2.9: Ring artifa
act from deffect with dettector in thee current sttudy
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Figure 2.10
0: Partial vo
olume effectt near phasee boundary in the curreent study
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These effects are minimized when there is a significant difference in the attenuation
between the two phases. In this case, the resulting boundary can be accurately determined
with post-processing techniques.
2.1.4 Post Processing
The grey-scale images obtained from CT are useful for visual analysis of each crosssection of an object; however, further analysis, such as 3D visualization and
quantification, requires extensive post-processing of the images. The basic steps include
image filtering, segmentation, quantification, and visualization. The computed
tomography image consists of a grid of pixels based on the attenuation of each pixel
space, which includes noise and artifacts. Noise and artifacts may occur within one phase
of one material or at boundaries of phases between two materials. Image filtering
techniques were developed to correct these deficiencies and are applied during preprocessing and post-processing of images. There are different types of filters for various
applications depending on the result desired. For example, Gaussian smoothing filters can
correct noise by changing a pixel’s intensity based on a weighted average of surrounding
pixels—the result is a smooth image with less noise than the original.
Image segmentation is the process of creating a binary image from a grey-scale image in
order to distinguish between different phases within a material. The simplest method is
global thresholding, a process that includes identifying and selecting a threshold value
between the CT numbers for each phase. A histogram of pixel intensity of an image, as
shown in Figure 2.11, has peaks corresponding with each phase within the scan. For
example, a material consisting of two phases such as an air phase and solid material
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number above that value. Each value lays on its respective side of the phase boundary
and leaves a gap of unassigned voxels that could be classified as either material. The
voxels between the two values (close to the phase boundary) are assigned to either phase
using the maximum likelihood estimate of each phase based on the two-point correlation
function (Oh and Lindquist, 1999). The watershed algorithm simulates flooding on the
high-gradient areas of an image, which produces a local distinct boundary between two
phases of an object. Computer software can then be used to analyze and quantify the
properties of air space and solid space and create 3D surfaces of each for visualizing the
phases.
2.2 Aggregate Durability
Aggregates are the fundamental building block of transportation infrastructure—they
serve as the framework for asphalt concrete, Portland cement concrete pavements, and
concrete structures. Aggregates are exposed to physical and chemical degradation forces
throughout their life in infrastructure, from extraction, to transportation, to mixing and
during their service life. Aggregates must be resistant to the forces they are subjected to
throughout their service life. The use of aggregates with poor durability leads to
premature distresses such as durability (D) cracking in Portland cement concrete
pavements, the most common distress in concrete pavement related to freeze-thaw
durability of aggregates (Kevern et al., 2008). Several tests are available for evaluating
the quality of aggregates based on absorption, soundness, freezing and thawing, abrasion,
and crushing. Some of these tests are related to each other such as absorption, soundness
and freeze-thaw tests.
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The freezing and thawing of aggregates in cold climates are the most destructive
mechanisms for degrading aggregates. Water in the aggregate pores expands when
frozen, causing internal stresses. Also, aggregates confined inside asphalt concrete or
Portland cement concrete must prevent the extrusion of frozen water into the surrounding
cement paste with enough pressure to break the bond (Williamson et al., 2005).
The durability of aggregates is characterized into two categories: durability against
aggregate abrasion, and durability against weathering agents. LA Abrasion, micro-deval,
aggregate impact value, and aggregate crushing value test the durability of aggregates to
resist abrasion. Sulfate soundness and soundness by freezing and thawing are used to
characterize durability against weathering agents such as freezing and thawing.
2.2.1 Sulfate Soundness Test (ASTM C-88 and AASHTO T104)
The sulfate soundness test (ASTM C-88 and AASHTO T104) is used to estimate an
aggregate’s resistance to the weathering processes. Samples of aggregate are placed in a
saturated solution of sodium sulfate and then dried in an oven. The salt solution
penetrates into the aggregates’ permeable pores and upon drying the salt recrystallizes,
which produces internal forces that apply pressures inside the aggregate and simulates the
expansion of freezing water. This method, coupled with other aggregate properties, is
used to evaluate the ability of an aggregate to perform in the field.
The aggregate gradation is designated from specifications, and a sample of aggregates is
first washed, dried, sieved to refusal, and weighed. Saturating and drying the sample of
aggregates once is considered one cycle. The recrystallization of the salt causes internal
pressures within the pores that the solution entered. The internal pressures cause the
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aggregates to form micro cracks and other anomalies within the aggregate, and then the
aggregates start to degrade and break up from the process. Five cycles is sufficient to
evaluate the durability of the aggregate. After the final wetting/drying cycle, the
aggregates are washed and sieved to determine the amount of breakage that occurs from
the test cycles. The percentage of weight lost is recorded for each of the specified
aggregate sizes, totaled, and then compared with other performance measures to
determine if the aggregates are suitable for certain uses.
The sulfate soundness test takes a long time and the precision of this test is quite low.
Testing five cycles takes a week or more, and the coefficient of variation is 24% for a
single operator and 41% between different laboratories. This test does not determine
whether aggregates are durable, it only provides an unreliable basis for rejection. Sulfate
soundness is especially unreliable when assessing the durability of recycled concrete for
use of an aggregate because the chemical reaction between the sodium sulfate and
concrete leads to very high loss of mass (Williamson et al., 2005).
2.2.2 Unconfined Freezing and Thawing (AASHTO T103)
Compared with the sulfate soundness test, a better representation of the freeze-thaw
process in the field is the soundness of aggregates by unconfined freezing and thawing
(AASHTO T103), which may provide better insight into an aggregate’s ability to resist
degradation/disintegration from actual freezing and thawing. The test involves three
procedures:
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Procedure A: Total immersion – Aggregates are soaked in water for 24 hours
before the test begins and then subjected to freeze-thaw cycles while remaining
completely immersed in water.



Procedure B: Partial immersion – Aggregates are saturated in a 0.5% ethylalcohol solution in a vacuum with an air pressure that does not exceed 3.4 kPa
and left in the solution for 15 minutes. The samples are then frozen in the
surface-wet condition until suitably frozen and then thawed in the alcohol
solution.



Procedure C: Partial immersion – This is the same as Procedure B, except water
is used in place of the ethyl-alcohol solution.

The aggregates and water or solution are put in a freezing and thawing chamber for up to
50 cycles as designated by local standards. After the freeze-thaw cycles, the aggregates
are dried and sieved to determine the loss of mass. This method can more accurately
quantify disintegration from physical freezing and thawing than the sulfate soundness
test; however, it does not account for environmental factors affecting the aggregates and
it takes a significant amount of time to complete.
2.2.3 Classification of Aggregate Durability
The uncertainty and the time intensive nature of these tests warrant new types of testing.
Kaneuji (1978) and Williamson et al. (2005), showed that the pore characteristics of
coarse aggregates play an important role in the freeze-thaw resistance of aggregates.
Kaneuji (1978) investigated the relationship between coarse aggregate porosity and
freeze-thaw durability of concrete made with that aggregate. After finding that many
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other researchers concluded the porosity of aggregates affect durability, Kaneuji (1978)
used 24-hour soaking and vacuum absorption measurements and pore size distribution
measurements through mercury intrusion on 27 different aggregate types, and conducted
rapid freezing and thawing tests on concrete made with those aggregates. Kaneuji (1978)
calculated a durability factor based on the rapid freezing and thawing tests for each of the
investigated specimens and concluded that there was a good correlation among pore
volume and median pore diameter and aggregate durability. He quantitatively estimated
the expected durability factor of concrete made with certain aggregates as:

EDF=

0.579 +6.12× MD +3.04
PV

(2.3)

where:
EDF = expected durability factor,
PV = intruded pore volume of pores ˃45 Ao (Ao =Angstrom=10-10m), cc/g, and
MD = median diameter of pores ˃45 Ao, in µm as measured by mercury intrusion.
Kaneuji (1978) also compared the expected durability factor with concrete pavements
that exhibited durability cracking (D-cracking). Two methods were used: extracting
aggregates from the concrete and calculating the EDF, and using information available
for the aggregates that were used for the concrete. Based on the age of the concrete and
the severity of cracking, Kaneuji concluded that aggregates with an EDF up to 40 were
not durable; aggregates with an EDF between 40 and 50 were marginal; and aggregates
with an EDF above 50 resulted in a durable aggregate.
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The research of Williamson et al. (2005) assessed the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation’s (WisDOT) durability testing methods and correlated laboratory tests to
the field performance of aggregates, and concluded that absorption tests can be used as a
preliminary indicator of durability. Williamson et al. (2005) showed that aggregates with
vacuum-saturated absorption of less than 2% met the durability requirements of the LA
abrasion test, micro-deval test, sodium sulfate soundness test, and unconfined freezing
and thawing test. They concluded the sodium sulfate soundness test was able to correctly
identify two poor aggregates without rejecting any intermediate or good aggregates. Also,
the unconfined freezing and thawing test had no correlation with any other test, and
identified only one WisDOT-classified poor aggregate.
2.3 Characterization of Aggregate Porosity Using Computed Tomography
The characterization of aggregate porosity using three-dimensional computed
tomography is becoming increasingly popular in the geosciences and material science
fields. Pore properties have been historically difficult to visualize and measure, especially
the tortuosity and connectivity of the pores. Laboratory tests, such as absorption, cannot
give quantitative measures of pore characteristics, and mercury intrusion porosimetry can
only give accurate data for cylindrical pores. Other conventional methods used to
quantify pore space are gas absorption, scanning electron microscope, and optical
microscopy, each of which has drawbacks. Methods using CT were found to accurately
quantify the pore space characteristics that are difficult to measure.
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2.3.1 Comparison of Computed Tomography to Conventional Methods
A conventional method of measuring pore characteristics with 2D thin section and optical
imagery was compared with CT by Elliot and Heck (2007) for void analysis in thin
sections of soil samples. This, along with other conventional methods, is initially
inefficient because it is destructive to the sample, difficult, and time consuming. CT
requires no sample preparation or destruction, which makes it appealing to researchers.
Elliot and Heck (2007) compared 2D thin sections and optical imagery of soils with a
spatial resolution of 33.9 µm per pixel with CT imagery of the same soil samples at a
resolution of 34 µm per pixel. They reported a difference in the voids detected by optical
and CT methods, which is attributed to the selected values of thresholding for segmenting
the CT images. The histograms of the images in Elliot and Heck’s (2007) research did not
show distinct peaks of material and void space, which lead to errors. They suggest the
accuracy of either method is of further debate and a combined approach is beneficial to
analyzing 2D thin sections; however, CT is much more advantageous in 3D analysis.
Other researchers have used CT as an alternative to 2D thin sections, such as Birgul
(2008), who used X-ray CT to monitor macro voids in ageing mortar.
2.3.2 Applications of 3D Computed Tomography
Three-dimensional CT has been used extensively to determine the porosity of many types
of samples including concrete, rocks, and soils. Cnuddle et al. (2008) used 3D CT,
mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP), and water absorption under a vacuum to
characterize porosity and the microstructure of building stones and concretes. The
acquired CT images with a resolution of 10 µm were fairly noisy, as seen in Figure 2.12.
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Landis et al. (2007) attempted to correlate crack properties with measurements of bulk
properties of the concrete tested.
2.3.3 Three-Dimensional Visualization
Another benefit of 3D CT is the ability to create volume renderings of the 3D images or
certain portions of the images. Three-dimensional images of a material and the void space
within the material can be viewed separately. Three-dimensional volumes allow
researchers to visualize the complexity of pore networks within an object. It has been
established that visualization using 3D CT is more accurate than alternative 2D methods,
and can give much insight about the interior of an object. Materials such as concrete and
aggregates are visually like a black box, hard to visualize the interior based on
conventional pore characteristic methods. CT makes it possible to visually differentiate
between two different samples, as shown in Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15 presents the pore space within two aggregates. The 3D view of pore space in
Figure 2.15 (b) is determined to be many small isolated pores, while the pores in Figure
2.15 (d) are a system of highly interconnected pores. This visualization can provide
useful information on the pore distribution in a material and can be used with quantitative
measurements of the pores to make preliminary assessments of the material.
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Chapter 3
Research Methodology
This chapter presents the research methodologies utilized to investigate pore space
distribution and connectivity in aggregate particles. Methods of testing aggregates to
simulate freeze-thaw effects on aggregate durability are also presented. The computed
tomography process to acquire high resolution images of virgin and treated aggregate
particles is described in detail, along with the post-processing steps to characterize the
porosity of the investigated aggregates.
3.1 Investigated Aggregates
3.1.1 Aggregate Sources
The coarse aggregates used in this study were collected for another research project
conducted by Titi et al. (2005) for the Minnesota Department of Transportation
(Mn/DOT). These aggregates represent a wide range of types and sources used in
Mn/DOT highway construction projects. In addition, an aggregate type was obtained
from Dane County, WI, which is used in Wisconsin Department of Transportation
construction projects. A general description of each aggregate type is presented in Table
3.1. The aggregate types are of sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rock origin. The
aggregate types include crushed limestone (calcium carbonates), crushed granite, and
quartzite. Figure 3.1 depicts pictures of the coarse aggregates selected for this study.
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Table 3.1: General description of the aggregates used in this study (after Titi et al.,
2005)
Aggregate Source

General Description and Predominant Constituents

Michigan Limestone,
Cedarville Plant

Crushed limestone particles of angular shape, rough
surface and light color

Martin Marietta, St. Cloud

Crushed granite particles of angular shape and dark color

Ulland, Northwood, IA

Crushed dolomitic limestone particles of angular shape,
rough surface and dark color

New Ulm

Crushed quartzite particles of angular shape and dark
color

Goldberg, Rochester

Crushed limestone particles of angular shape, rough
surface and light color

Kraemer, Burnsville

Crushed limestone particles of angular shape, rough
surface and light color

Shirley (Larson), Grey Cloud

Crushed limestone particles of angular shape, rough
surface and light color

Dane County, WI

Crushed dolomitic limestone particles of angular shape
and rough surface

3.1.2 Specific Gravity and Absorption Tests
Titi et al. (2005) tested the aggregates to determine their bulk specific gravity, saturated
surface dry (SSD) bulk specific gravity, and the apparent specific gravity, and determined
the absorption values of the aggregates. Specific gravity and absorption of aggregate
samples were determined using ASTM C 127: Standard Test Method for Specific Gravity
and Absorption of Coarse Aggregates. Table 3.2 presents the results of the specific
gravity and absorption tests of the investigated coarse aggregates. Specific gravity values
of the investigated coarse aggregates range from 2.62 to 2.76.
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(a) Kraeemer

(b) Michigan Liimestone

(c) New Ulm

(d) Larsoon

(e) Martin Marietta
M

(f) Goldbeerg

(g) Ullaand

(hh) Dane Counnty, WI

Figure 3.1: Pictures off the investig
gated aggreegates used iin this studyy (after Titii et al.,
2005)
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The coarse aggregate from New Ulm possessed the lowest specific gravity with bulk
specific gravity of 2.62. The highest bulk specific gravity was obtained for Michigan
limestone with a value of 2.76. Absorption of the aggregate samples varied from 0.5% for
Martin granite to 2.2% for the limestone from the Larson pit.
Table 3.2: Specific gravity and absorption calculation of different aggregate samples
(after Titi et al., 2005)
Aggregate Type

Bulk
Apparent
Bulk Specific
Specific
Specific
Gravity (SSD)
Gravity
Gravity

Absorption
(%)

Shirley, Grey Cloud (Larson

2.64

2.69

2.80

2.20

Ulland, Northwood, IA

2.70

2.72

2.78

1.10

St. Cloud (Martin-Marietta)

2.71

2.72

2.75

0.50

Goldberg, Rochester

2.66

2.70

2.78

1.70

Kraemer, Burnsville

2.63

2.69

2.79

2.10

New Ulm

2.62

2.63

2.66

0.70

Michigan Limestone

2.76

2.78

2.81

0.60

3.1.3 Rapid Chloride Permeability Test
Titi et al. (2005) used the investigated aggregates to prepare fresh Portland cement
concrete according to Mn/DOT specifications. Concrete cylinders were cast and kept in a
moist curing room until they were subjected to the laboratory-testing program.
Concrete specimens were subjected to Rapid Chloride Permeability Test (RCPT) to
evaluate the ability of the concrete made from different aggregate types to resisting the
penetration of chloride ions. RCPT was performed on the specimens according to the
AASHTO T 277 standard procedure. The RCPT was conducted on concrete specimens at
ages of 28, 56, and 91 days. RCPT results are presented in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Results of RCPT conducted on concrete specimens at different ages (after
Titi, et al., 2005)
Sample Position

Michigan

Trial
Mix #
1

Limestone

3

Top

1,519

829

584

1

Top

1,589

912

644

2

Top

1,769

933

647

3

Top

1,559

984

588

1

Top

2,096

1,175

974

2

Top

1,941

1,174

827

3

Top

2,004

1,113

814

1

Top

1,782

925

701

2

Top

1,351

740

514

3

Top

1,565

949

587

Sample Type

Martin Marietta

Ulland

New Ulm

Goldberg

Kraemer

Larson

Top

Total Charge Passed (Coulomb)
28-Day
56-Day
91-Day
1,878
1,122
732

1,074

(61)*

1

Top

2,432

2

Top

2,065

1,104

899

3

Top

2,140

1,096 (60)*

896

1

Top

2,648

1,463

1,195

2

Top

2,713

1,695

1,269

3

Top

2,457

1,460

1,194

1

Top

2,598

1,668

1,206

2

Top

2,332

1,163

1,110

3

Top

2,666

1,757

1,393

984
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3.2 Aggrega
ate Prepara
ation
3.2.1 Sodium Sulfate Soundness
S
Test
T
All investigated coarse aggregates
a
were
w subjecteed to the soddium sulfate soundness ttest
according to
o AASHTO T104. A satu
urated solutiion of sodium
m sulfate waas prepared ffrom
sodium sulffate anhydrou
us and distilled water. A sample of eeach type off aggregate w
was
soaked in th
he solution att room temp
perature for 117 hours in a covered coontainer (Figgure
3.2). The saamples were then drained
d and dried iin an oven att 110o C for six hours. T
This
wetting and drying is co
onsidered on
ne cycle of thhe sodium suulfate soundnness test. A
portion of each aggregate sample was set aside and another cycle was pperformed. F
Five
cycles were performed and
a a small portion
p
of eaach sample w
was set asidee at the comppletion
of each cyclle for furtherr CT evaluattion.

Figure 3.2: Sodium sullfate soundn
ness test settup with agggregates soaaking in solu
ution
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3.2.2 Rock Corings
Large pieces of rock fro
om three agg
gregate quarrry sources w
were acquiredd. Core specimens
a
ly 4 mm in diameter
d
andd 15 mm in hheight were obtained froom
measuring approximatel
these rocks using an electric hand drrill and corinng bit, as deppicted in Figgure 3.3. Corres
were drilled
d from the saame area of each
e
rock to assure simillar internal sstructure beffore
treatment. Enough
E
speciimens were cored to exaamine one viirgin specim
men and two
specimens for
f each of th
he five sulfatte soundnesss test cycles. In additionn, two specim
mens
were obtained to examin
ne the effectts of 30 and 445 cycles off unconfinedd freeze-thaw
w tests.
Figure 3.3 (b
b) shows aggregate coree samples driilled from thhe three aggrregate sourcees.

(a) Rock samp
ples and drilll

(b) Coress extracted frrom rock sam
mples

Figure 3.3: Rock samp
ples and tool used to exttract core specimens foor CT scann
ning

3.2.3 Sound
dness of Agg
gregates by Freezing an
nd Thawingg
The rock co
ores from thee three aggreegate quarry sources werre subjected to unconfineed
freezing and
d thawing fo
ollowing the AASHTO T
T103 proceduure A. The ccores were fiirst
soaked in water
w
for 24 hours
h
and theen placed in a cyclic freeeze-thaw chamber. The
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freeze-thaw
w chamber, sh
hown in Figu
ure 3.4, can perform fivee freezing annd thawing ccycles
within a 24 hour period.. The freezerr reached -600o C during freezing andd +10o C durring
thawing. Freeezing speciimens to -60o C is much more severee than the maaximum freeezing
temperaturee of -26oC ass specified by
y AASHTO T103. Two cores of eacch rock sampple
were remov
ved from the freezer afterr 30 and 45 ffreeze thaw cycles and w
were dried att
110o C for six
s hours in the
t drying ov
ven shown i n Figure 3.55.

nd thawing chamber u
used in this sstudy
Figure 3.4: Freezing an
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Figure 3.5: Drying oveen used in this
t study too dry aggreggates

3.3 Advancced Photon Source
S
Advanced Photon
P
Sourcce is part of the
t Argonnee National L
Laboratory (A
ANL) of the U.S.
Departmentt of Energy. ANL
A
is locaated on 15000 acres southhwest of Chiccago and hass
several scien
nce and engiineering reseearch facilitiies. Advanceed Photon Soource (APS)) is one
of the world
d’s most brilliant sourcess for synchrootron light. A
An aerial phootograph of APS
is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Aerial pho
otograph of Advanced P
Photon Sou
urce
(acaschool.iit.edu/lectu
ures07/How
ward_SynchrrRad.ppt)
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3.3.1 Major Components of the Advanced Photon Source
The starting point of creating X-rays at APS is the linear accelerator (LINAC), where
electrons are created by heating a cathode to about 1100o C and accelerating those
electrons with high voltage alternating electric fields. The electrons are accelerated to
99.999% of the speed of light and 450 MeV, making them relativistic (moving at a high
enough velocity to cause a significant change in properties). The LINAC then injects the
electrons into the booster synchrotron, which further accelerates the electrons to
99.999999% the speed of light and to 7 GeV. The electrons are accelerated in the booster
synchrotron by electrical fields in four radio frequency (RF) cavities and circulated by
bending and focusing magnets. The electrical acceleration and magnet circulation are
synchronized to retain the circular path. Figure 3.7 illustrates the major components of
APS, including the LINAC, booster synchrotron, and storage ring.
The electrons are then injected from the synchrotron booster into the storage ring, which
is 1,104 m in circumference. The electrons are kept in circulation in an aluminum-alloy
vacuum tube by electromagnets, which focus the electrons into a very small and powerful
beam. Electrons are replenished every 12 hours from the LINAC to account for the
energy lost during experimentation. There are 40 straight sections (sectors) integrated
into the storage ring that allow for beam injection, radio frequency equipment and
experimentation. Each sector has at least two X-ray beamlines, one from the bending
magnet and one from the insertion device. The insertion devices (ID) and bending
magnets (BM) at APS provide powerful and brilliant X-rays for a variety of experiments.
Figure 3.8 compares the spectral brilliance of the IDs and BMs of APS with other
sources.
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Figure 3.7: Schematicc of the majo
or componeents of Advaanced Photoon Source
(acaschool.iit.edu/lectu
ures07/How
ward_SynchrrRad.ppt)

nced Photon
n Source Beeamline Oveerview
3.3.2 Advan
Each beamline has opticcs (monochrromaters, cryystals and/orr mirrors) deesigned to opptimize
the beam for specific usse, which is a very small portion of tthe original bbeamline. Att the
end of each beamline is a radiation proof
p
experiiment hutch customized for perform
ming
various typees of experim
ments. Figuree 3.9 depictss the insertioon device annd bending m
magnet
sources for a beamline at
a APS.
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Figure 3.8: Photon Energy and Brrilliance of V
Various Sou
urces (Bunk
ker,
acaschool.iiit.edu/lecturres07/Howa
ard_Synchr Rad.ppt.)

S (Borland eet al., 2010)
Figure 3.9: Typical Secctor at APS
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3.3.3 Sectorr 13 at Adva
anced Photo
on Source
Sectors 13, 14, and 15 at
a APS are managed
m
by tthe Center foor Advancedd Radiation
ARS), which
h is a departm
ment-level ceenter with thhe Universityy of Chicagoo.
Sources (CA
Sector 13 is managed by
y a subdivisiion of CARS
S, GeoSoilEnnviroCARS, which is
dedicated to
o research on
n earth materrials and is oopen to the sscientific com
mmunity. Seector
13 includes a bending magnet
m
beam
mline and an insertion devvice beamlinne, each of w
which
has two optiics enclosurees and two experiment
e
sstations. The bending maagnet beamliine is
split in one of the optic enclosures into two expeerimental staations. Propoosals for beaam
time at Secttor 13 are acccepted on a three-month
t
h cycle. The computed toomography ffor the
current research was con
nducted at Sector
S
13 on the bendingg magnet beaamline in
experiment hutch D, wh
hich is denotted 13-BM-D
D. The radiattion-proof hhutch door is
shown in Figure 3.10. Beam
B
time att station 13-B
BM-D was aapplied for aand awarded for
this tomograaphy researcch on three separate occaasions.

Figure 3.10
0: Entrancee to experim
ment hutch 113-BM-D att GSECARS
S
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3.3.4 Beamline 13-BM--D
Beamline 13
3-BM-D is the end-statio
on at the bennding magneet of Sector 113 and is
specialized for earth and
d environmeental sciencee research. 133-BM-D hass a water-coooled
dual-crystal silicon mon
nochromoterr 25.5 meterss from the soource that opperates from 4.570 keV. Ano
other compo
onent along the
t beamlinee is a verticaal focusing m
mirror 49.3 m
meters
from the sou
urce. The beeam size of 13-BM-D
1
is 10 µm × 30 µm when foocused and 550 mm
× 4 mm wheen unfocused
d. Figure 3.1
11 shows a sschematic off Sector 13.

1: Schematiic of Sector 13 Beamlin
nes (Advancced Photon S
Source, 20111)
Figure 3.11
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The X-ray source
s
is filteered by the monochroma
m
aters and foccused with thhe focusing m
mirror
before it is trimmed
t
with
h horizontal and verticall slits and seent to the sam
mple. The beeam is
attenuated th
hrough the sample
s
and through a sciintillator thaat turns the X
X-ray photonns into
flashes of lig
ght, which are
a reflected off of a mirrror into a CC
CD detectionn system. Figgure
3.12 depictss a setup insiide the hutch
h of a typicall beamline eend-station. T
The experim
mental
setup of the beamline en
nd in sector 13-BM-D att APS is shown in Figuree 3.13. The
detection sy
ystem used in
n the imagin
ng was a CooolSNAP HQ2 and a Nikoon Macro 377 mm
lens with a 5 mm tube at
a minimum focus. The C
CoolSNAP H
HQ2 has a 1,392×1,040 pixel
imaging arraay of 6.45 µm each. Thee detector alsso can be binnned up to 88×8 pixels. B
Binning
the images involves
i
com
mbining pixeels in the dettector to creaate a ‘super ppixel’ by
averaging ad
djacent pixels into one. If
I pixels are binned togeether and aveeraged as onne
pixel, the im
mage resolutiion and imag
ging time deecreases.

Figure 3.12
2: Schematiic of X-ray path
p
in expeeriment huttch (Kim et al., 2011)
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Figure 3.13
3: Sample on
o rotation stage,
s
scintiillator, mirrror and CCD
D system

3.3.5 Comp
puted Tomography Pro
ocedure
Computed tomography scans were conducted
c
att beamline 113-BM-D of APS for thiss 3D
CT research
h during threee separate visits. To acqquire high resolution imaages for this
research, ag
ggregate sam
mples must bee small enouugh to fit in tthe beam (<55 mm wide). The
first step is to
t place a saample on the translation//rotation stagge, then set uup the X-rayy
intensity and
d resolution.. Figure 3.14
4 shows the pplacement oof the aggreggate sample iin
putty on thee stage as verrtically as po
ossible to heelp prevent aany imaging artifacts, as well
as other CT image acqu
uiring steps. The
T experim
ment hutch w
was then searrched and thee door
a magnetiically locked
d. The lightss inside the hhutch were tuurned off annd the
was closed and
slit shutters were opened
d to allow X-rays
X
to travvel along thee designated path through the
sample and scintillator and
a into the camera.
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Figure 3.14
4: Aggregatee scanning during
d
varioous trips to APS
The setup prrocess involved zooming
g and focusiing the cameera to capturee the entire ssample
clearly, with
h some air on
n each side, and selectinng the optimaal energy to capture all aaspects
of the samplle. The X-raay source waas filtered to a single eneergy optimal for the aggrregate
by rotating the
t crystal monochroma
m
aters, which w
were kept paarallel. Unw
wanted X-rayy
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energies were reflected by the crystalline structure in the monochromaters according to
Bragg’s Law and based on the angle of rotation, allowed only a very narrow band of
energy (very close to a single energy) through them. The exposure time for a sample was
balanced with the energy to achieve a clear image. An increase in exposure time will
increase the intensity detected by the camera. If the camera is exposed for too long, it will
become oversaturated with X-rays and the image will not be clear. The exposure time is
selected based on the saturation of the camera, which is determined by the energy of the
X-ray without the sample in view. The setup process had to be completed only once at
the beginning of testing and the settings remained the same throughout the rest of the
scans.
The scans acquired on the first occasion were binned by a factor of 2 in each direction.
The camera field of view was 2.95 mm wide × 2.20 mm high with an intensity of 28 keV
resulted in a binned resolution of 4.24 µm per voxel. To cover the entire height, two
vertical scans were taken of each sample and stitched together. The scans acquired on the
second occasion were unbinned with a field of view of 4.96 mm wide × 3.71 mm high
with an exposure time of 1.93 seconds and energy of 28 keV per scan, which resulted in a
resolution of 3.56 µm per voxel. The scans of the third occasion were also unbinned with
a field of view of 6.44 mm wide × 4.82 mm high, exposure time of one second, 28 keV
energy and resulting resolution of 4.63 µm per voxel. The field of view along with the
exposure time and resulting resolution were the only variables changed between the three
scanning occasions because binning of the pixels was chosen on the first occasion and the
average size of the sample was different on the second and third occasions. After the
setup, scanning followed the same procedure for every sample. A new sample was placed
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on the rotatiion stage and
d the experim
ment hutch w
was evacuateed. The beam
m was turnedd on
and the sam
mple was alig
gned with thee translation//rotation stage via compputer softwarre. A
file name was
w given to each
e
sample and scanninng was starteed.
For each sam
mple, scans were acquireed at every 00.2 degrees oover 180 deggrees rotatioon,
resulting in 900 scans. The
T sample was
w constanttly rotating aand scans weere taken “on the
fly” instead of stopping the sample for every scaan, which deecreases the scanning tim
me.
For every 10
00 angles, 10
0 dark current and 10 whhite field im
mages were taaken to calibbrate
the images and
a help red
duce image artifacts.
a
Whhite field norm
malization, sscanning in tthe
absence of a sample, corrected possible defects in the X-rayy, scintillatorr, or detectioon
system. Darrk fields werre taken with
h the shutterss closed, whhich corrects for the signaal
measured without
w
X-ray
ys. Without normalizatio
n
on a blank im
mage will apppear, as deppicted
in Figure 3.15 (a). Norm
malizing the images withh the dark cuurrents and w
white fields
produce an image
i
as sho
own in Figurre 3.15 (b). T
The dark currrent is subtrracted and thhe
image is div
vided by the average of all
a flat fieldss. Pixels in thhe detector tthat are hit by Xrays directly
y are removeed along with
h any other iimperfectionns.

(a) Imagee That has no
ot been norm
malized

(b)) Normalizedd image

Figure 3.15
5: Computed
d tomograp
phy scan beffore and aftter normalizzation proceess
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To create a 3D image th
hat can be ex
xamined inteernally, the nnormalized ddata must be
further prep
processed. Fiirst a filtered
d back-projecction algoritthm is applieed to the dataa. A
Shepp-Logaan filter is ap
pplied to the sinogram annd then the ssinogram waas back-projeected
using a Fourrier transform
m. Figure 3.16 presents data for a siingle detectoor of the
normalized data, sinograam of data and
a sinogram
m after the Shhepp-Logann filter is appplied

(a) Norm
malized Dataa

(b) Sinograam

(c) S
Sinogram aftter
S
Shepp-Logann filter

6: Example of different stages of daata preproccessing for ssingle detecttor
Figure 3.16
row (Riverss, 2010)

ples perfectlly vertical too rotate in thee center of thhe
Since it is difficult to place the samp
beam, a corrrection for th
he center of rotation wass performed.. Optimizingg the center oof
rotation redu
uces artifactts in the imag
ges. Figure 33.17 illustrattes the effectt of the centeer of
rotation on the
t quality of
o the image.. Although ooff by only 1.5 pixels to the left in Fiigure
3.17 (a), feaatures in the image are diistorted. Forr example, thhe bright spoot in the image in
Figure 3.17 (a) is cuppeed opening to
o the left. If tthe cup was in the otherr direction, thhe
rotation cen
nter is to the right of the optimum.
o
Thhe feature iss not cupped in Figure 3..17 (b).
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(a) Cu
upped featuree within imaage

(b)) Feature nott cupped

7: Image witth rotation center
c
off b
by 1.5 pixels and cupped
d feature (aa) and
Figure 3.17
image with correct rottation centerr with no diistortion (R
Rivers, 2010))

GSECARS uses IDL prrograms to op
ptimize the rrotation centter. For centter optimizattion,
one slice is chosen near the bottom and one slicce is chosen nnear the top.. For each off those
slices, the en
ntropy, whicch is the meaasure of the sharpness off the image hhistogram, iss
computed an
nd the optim
mal rotation center
c
occurss when the eentropy is miinimized. Fiigure
3.18 presentts an examplle of the IDL
L graph usedd to find the minimal enttropy of a sliice.
The minimaal entropy is determined with IDL foor one slice nnear the top of the imagee and
one slice near the bottom
m of the imaage. The restt of the slicess in the imagge are then
reconstructeed based on the
t two rotattion center vvalues foundd near the topp and bottom
m.
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Figure 3.18
8: Optimiza
ation of rota
ation centerr of a slice based on min
nimal entropy
(Rivers, 201
10)

The resultin
ng images weere almost arrtifact-free aand relativelyy free of noiise, as shownn in
Figure 3.19.. This imagee is one of 1,390 slices obbtained in thhe XY planee. Between thhe
three trips to
o APS, 35 ag
ggregate sam
mples were sscanned at leeast twice to cover the fuull
height of thee specimen. The scan tim
me ranged frrom 45 minuutes to 1.5 hoours for eachh
aggregate, with
w an addittional 15 to 30
3 minutes oof reconstrucction time. E
Each of the sscans
was convertted into a staack of .tiff im
mages, and eeach set of im
mages were aapproximateely 3
Gb in size. Up
U to this po
oint, the CT data was gatthered and pprocessed at Sector 13 off APS
and then traansferred to an
a external hard
h
drive too be analyzedd at the Univversity of
Wisconsin-M
Milwaukee.
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9: One slicee from scan of an aggreegate particlle with a ressolution of 44.24
Figure 3.19
µm per vox
xel

3.4 Post Pro
ocessing
The objectiv
ve of this stu
udy is to chaaracterize porre space andd pore space distribution and
connectivity
y in aggregatte particles using
u
X-ray CT. Furtherm
more, analyssis of pore sppace
growth due to cycles off sodium sulffate and free ze-thaw souundness testss is of interesst;
ost-processin
ng will be co
onducted to support achiieving the gooals of the
therefore, po
research. Frrom 3D CT constructed
c
images
i
the ppore structurre can be visuualized in 2D
D by
the slices an
nd can also be
b visualized
d and accurattely quantifiied in 3D. Inndividual porres can
be quantifieed in terms of their size. Moreover,
M
ppores conneccted to the suurface of thee
aggregate an
nd pores isollated within the aggregaate particle can be differeentiated. Beffore
any quantifiication can occur,
o
post-p
processing off the imagess must be com
mpleted.
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3.4.1 Post-Processing Workstation
The workstation used for post processing is a Dell Precision T3500 with a Quad Core
Intel® Xeon® Processor E5630 with 24 GB of memory and a 2GB NVIDIA® Quadro®
4000 graphics card. The workstation is shown in Figure 3.20 (a). The analysis program,
Avizo® Fire version 6.3.1 from Visualization Sciences Group, was used. Avizo Fire®
has a broad range of software tools for obtaining and visualizing advanced qualitative and
quantitative information on material structure images. A display of the Avizo Fire®
interface is displayed in Figure 3.20 (b).
3.4.2 Post-Processing Steps
The main post-processing steps for quantifying pore space within the aggregate include
segmenting the image through thresholding, isolating the image from the background,
isolating each pore, and quantifying the characteristics of each pore. The first step was to
load top and bottom scans of the aggregate into the software and merge them together.
The height of the scans and the amount of overlap from scanning was known, and there is
a 0.1 mm overlap for each scans on the first visit to APS and a 100 µm overlap on the
second and third trips. The first scan was loaded normally and the value in the z direction
for the second scan was increased by the height of the sample minus the overlap.
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(a) Delll T3500 worrkstation useed for post-pprocessing annalysis

(b) Avizo
o Fire® softw
ware interfacce used for ppost processing data
0: Post-proccessing toolss used in thiis study
Figure 3.20
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This loading
g situates bo
oth scans into
o the softwarre and createes a continuoous image (F
Figure
3.21). If the images are merged inco
orrectly featuures within tthe image wiill be distortted,
o added, leaading to error in analysiss. Figure 3.21 contains a correctly m
merged
eliminated or
image (a) an
nd incorrectlly stitched im
mage (b). Thhe poorly meerged image contains
distortions around
a
the ceenter where its two data sets were m
merged.

(a)
( Continuo
ous image

(b) P
Poorly mergged image

Figure 3.21
1: Images th
hat are (a) co
ontinuous aand (b) poorrly merged image from
m
incorrect sttitching

The scans must
m be merg
ged together into one forr quantificatiion and Avizzo Fire® hass a
merging alg
gorithm for combining
c
th
hese images. The intensiity value of tthe pixels in the
same locatio
on will vary.. The algoritthm averagess the value oof the surrouunding pixelss of
both scans, linearly interpolates the pixel valuess at a single point in the image or
approximatees a low passs filter. The nearest neigghbor methodd interpolatiion was usedd to
merge the sccans togetheer because it produced acccurate resullts and was nnot as time
consuming as
a the more accurate meethod.
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The samples were held in place with putty, and during scanning some of it showed in the
lower part of some of the images. The images were noisy within the bounds of the putty,
which lead to error in quantifying the pore space; therefore, the images that contained
putty were cropped to remove it.
One step that applies to many CT images is filtering, which is usually used to reduce
noise; however, the CT images acquired in this research were not noisy. Filtering also
smoothes pixels in an image, thereby omitting some very small voids and micro-cracks.
For these reasons, no filter was applied to the images in this research.
The next step was to segment the image. Each pixel has an intensity value from the
imaging process, and the intensities of the pixels corresponding to material solid are
much higher than the intensities of those corresponding with air. Segmentation is
grouping all the solid material pixel intensities-and assigning them one value, and
grouping all the air intensities and assigning them another value, such as 1 for material
and 0 for air. This can be done in a variety of ways, including global thresholding,
indicator kriging, or watershed segmentation. The trouble zone for segmentation is at the
phase boundaries, where it is difficult to determine which phase a pixel belongs to. The
CT images in this research consisted of fairly well-defined boundaries in most places.
The boundary segmentation issue was addressed by a method in Avizo Fire® using
gradient magnitude and the intensity of the voxels in the image. In an image, the gradient
magnitude shows the places in the image where there is a high rate of change of voxel
intensity, as shown in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.22
2: Gradientt magnitudee of a cross ssection disp
playing boun
ndaries betw
ween
contrasting
g phases

Initial classiification of the
t voxels is achieved byy interactiveely choosing intensities that
definitely beelong to porees and choossing intensitties that definnitely belongg to solid maaterial.
The phases are chosen based
b
on a sccatterplot off pixel intenssity versus grradient magnnitude,
as illustrated
d in Figure 3.23.
3
The briight groupinng of clusterss represents a large numbber of
pixels at cerrtain intensitty, which corrrespond witth one of thee regions of interest, withh air
space corressponding witth the clusteer on the left;; the solid m
material spacee is the clustter on
the right. Bo
oth clusters lie
l close to th
he X-axis, w
which correspponds with a low gradieent
magnitude. The resultin
ng image is binary
b
with a gap of unasssigned voxeels at areas oof high
gradient maagnitude. Fig
gure 3.24 illu
ustrates the ggap of pixelss in the histoogram of the image
left unassign
ned from thee scatterplot selection.
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Figure 3.23
3: Scatterpllot with seleected clusterrs

Vox
xels correspo
onding
to aiir phase

Unassigned
U
voxels
v

Voxxels correspoonding
to soolid phase

4: Histogram
m illustratin
ng unassigneed voxels th
hat lie near p
phase boun
ndaries
Figure 3.24
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The unassig
gned voxels between
b
the chosen thresholding vallues are giveen a value baased
on a watersh
hed algorithm
m (Roerdink
k and Meijsteer, 2001). Thhis algorithm
m is a local
segmentatio
on approach that requiress a gradient m
magnitude m
map based onn the originaal
image (Figu
ure 3.22) and
d the image with
w unassiggned voxels ffrom the histogram
segmentatio
on discussed earlier. Wattershed liness are formedd based on sim
mulating floooding
of a topograaphic relief of
o the image,, with the waatershed linees serving ass the dividingg
lines. Using
g markers, Avizo Fire® remedies
r
thee over-segmeentation issuue with watershed
segmentatio
on (Roerdink
k and Meijsteer, 2001 Aviizo® 6 Userr’s Guide, 20010). Figure 3.25
depicts the resulting
r
bin
nary image of
o the materiaal of an aggrregate. The ooriginal grayy scale
images and the binary im
mages were visually insppected ensurre accurate ssegmentationn.

Figure 3.25
5: Binary im
mage of aggrregate mateerial obtaineed using thee watershed
thresholdin
ng algorithm
m
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The rest of the
t processin
ng occurs on
n the binary iimage resultting from thee segmentatiion.
The data waas segmented
d so that a vaalue of one w
was given too the materiaal solid, and a
value of zerro was given
n to all void space
s
so thatt only the maaterial solid is present-alll void
space is blacck and part of
o the background. An im
mage of the void space ((including thhe
background
d) was created using a “lo
ogical not” ccommand (F
Figure 3.26), which produuces
an image wiith all the vo
oid space witth a value off 1 and the m
material solidd with a valuue of 0,
as shown in
n Figure 3.26
6. Some of th
hese voids arre isolated coompletely byy material soolid,
and some arre connected
d to the surfaace of the agggregate. Voiids connecteed to the surfface of
an aggregatee allow wateer and other materials to flow into thhe aggregate. If cracks arre
formed with
hin the aggreegate from lo
oading, the i solated voidds might evenntually connnect to
the surface with
w the craccks; thereforre both typess of voids are important and analyzeed
separately.

6: Image off void space in and arou
und aggregaate created by “logical not”
Figure 3.26
command
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The materiaal solid and pores
p
within the aggregaate must be isolated from
m the image
background
d, isolation was
w achieved
d by starting with a “binsseparate” com
mmand in A
Avizo
Fire®, whicch is applied to the binary image of tthe void spacce (Figure 3.27 and close-up
in Figure 3.2
28). The “biinseparate” command
c
creeates a line tthat splits thhe voids and
separates the connected pores from the backgrouund. An exaample of the lines that thhe
“binseparatee” command
d uses is show
wn in Figuree 3.28. The llines cut off the pores froom the
exterior space.

Figure 3.27
7: Close-up of void spa
ace near surrface of aggrregate partiicle

“B
Binseparate” splitting linees

Figure 3.28
8: Lines fro
om “binsepa
arate” comm
mand createed to split pores from
background
d
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Next, a com
mmand was applied
a
to rem
move the baackground off the image w
while keepinng the
pores. The “border
“
kill”” command eliminates
e
alll objects thaat touch the fframe of the
image, inclu
uding the bacckground. The
T pores weere separatedd from the baackground w
with a
line in the previous
p
step
p and will no
ot be removeed by the com
mmand. Figuure 3.29 show
ws the
image after the “border kill” commaand is applieed to the imaage with sepaarated poress.

Figure 3.29
9: Image ressulting from
m “border kiill” comman
nd

“
” command must be elim
minated becaause
The separatiion lines creeated in the “binseparate”
they show up
u as part of the materiall solid, but arre actually ppart of the poores. A “logiical
or” comman
nd is applied
d with two in
nputs, the binnary image oof the materiial and the im
mage
separated from the back
kground with
h “border killl”. This com
mmand compputes the uniion of
the two imaages and prod
duces an imaage of the m
material plus voids minuss the separatiion
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lines that weere created with
w the “bin
nseparate” coommand, shhown in Figuure 3.30. Holles in
the materiall show wheree the “binsep
parate” comm
mand createed boundariees and they w
will be
removed in the subsequent steps.

Figure 3.30
0: Material with holes from
f
“binseeparate” command sep
paration
boundariess

f
the sepaaration liness are filled w
with a commaand
The holes leeft in the material solid from
“hole fill.” This
T commaand was appllied to the im
mage in Figuure 3.30 and filled the hooles in
the image th
hat are comp
pletely surrou
unded by maaterial solid (Figure 3.311). This step
finishes a mask
m
that will be used to completely separate the entire aggreegate from thhe
background
d and will allow for analy
ysis of the poores. The “hhole fill” com
mmand was aalso
applied to th
he binary im
mage of the so
olid materiall, filling all tthe pores completely
surrounded by material solid, but no
ot the pores cconnected too the surfacee of the aggreegate
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particle (Fig
gure 3.32). All
A the dark holes
h
left witthin the imaage are someehow conneccted to
the surface of
o the aggreg
gate particlee. Figure 3.322 is a 2D crooss-sectionall view, but thhe
pores are 3D
D and protru
ude to the surrface in a loccation differrent than in tthe slice beinng
viewed.

1: Image of aggregate
a
with
w all porees filled used
d for maskiing
Figure 3.31

The binary image
i
of thee material (Figure 3.25) ccan then be subtracted fr
from the image
with the isolated holes filled
f
(Figuree 3.32) usingg a “logical ssub” commaand to produuce an
nly the isolated voids (Figure 3.33).
image of on
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Figure 3.32
2: Image wiith isolated pores filled and only pores conneccted to the
aggregate particle
p
surfface are preesent

Figure 3.33
3: Image sho
owing isolatted pores ob
btained by ssteps describ
bed earlier
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A masking command
c
was
w used to issolate all of tthe pores wiithin the imaage. Figure 33.26
(all pores pllus backgrou
und) was masked by the image in whhich all pores are filled ((Figure
3.31) to separate the porres from the backgroundd. An image is created w
with only porres-no
material or background
is included (Figure
b
(
3.344). The isolatted pores (Fiigure 3.33) aare
then subtraccted from alll the pores (F
Figure 3.34) to obtain thhe pores connnected to thee
surface of th
he aggregatee particle (Figure 3.35).

4: Image dissplaying all pores of a ccross section
n within an aggregate
Figure 3.34
particle
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Figure 3.35
5: Cross-sectional imag
ge displayingg pores conn
nected to su
urface of an
n
aggregate particle
p

There are th
hree images that
t are of co
oncern: the m
material soliid (Figure 3.25), the isollated
pores (Figurre 3.33), and
d the pores connected to the surface (Figure 3.355). The imagges
must be labeeled before quantificatio
q
on. Labeling the image iddentifies eacch connectedd
group of vox
xels and con
nsiders each group as onne object. Avvizo Fire® sccans the imaage
from top to bottom and left to right and each obj
bject is numbbered. The obbjects are giiven
der of their numeration;
n
once the ninnth color is aassigned, thee next
one of nine colors in ord
n the first co
olor again. Fiigure 3.36 shhows the labbeled isolatedd
object in thee list is given
pores with different
d
colo
ors. Figure 3.37
3 shows aan example oof labeled poores which aare
connected to
o the surfacee. The majorrity of the poores are a sinngle color, inndicating theey are
connected somewhere within
w
the ag
ggregate partticle.
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Figure 3.36
6: Isolated pores
p
separa
ated and lab
beled for qu
uantification
n

Figure 3.37
7: Labeled pores
p
that are
a connecteed to the agggregate surrface
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3.4.3 Pore Space Measurements
The measurements of each individual object can be obtained. The Avizo Fire® program
scans through the image and calculates measurements based on the properties of the
binary images. The measurements include the volume, surface area, centroid of each
object, length (in 3D), width (in 3D), and equivalent diameter. The volume is the sum of
the volume of all of the voxels contained in the object. The surface area is that of the
object boundary. The centroid is where the object is located within the XYZ space in
Avizo Fire®. The length is the maximum Feret diameter of a circle that fits around the
object. Length might not be a true representation of the actual pore length unless the pore
is straight. The width is the minimum Feret diameter that fits around the object. Figure
3.38 shows the width and length of a pore. Equivalent diameter is the object’s equivalent
diameter of a circle. With these measures selected, the “I-Analyze” command in Avizo
Fire® takes the measurements of all the individual objects within the image and provides
the results in a table format, such as the one shown in Figure 3.39.
The porosity from the pores connected to the surface of an aggregate particle and the total
porosity of the particle is calculated from the total volume of connected and isolated
pores and total volume of solid aggregate material. The other measures also provide
insight into pore geometry and structure.
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Maximum F
Feret
diameter
Minimum
M
Ferret
diameter
d

Figure 3.38
8: Width and length of a pore deterrmined by A
Avizo Fire ®

Figure 3.39
9: Measurem
ments resullts viewer ass outputted by Avizo Fire ®
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3.4.4 Three Dimensional Visualization
Lastly, a volume rendering of the pores and solid material is used to visually inspect the
pore structure. An Avizo Fire® module computes a triangular approximation of the
surfaces of objects. The “SurfaceGen” module is attached to the binary images of
material and pores and creates their surfaces. Figure 3.40 shows the surfaces of two
aggregates and the pores within the aggregates. The pore geometry can be viewed in 3D
and provides useful insight on the internal structure of the aggregate particle. In Figure
3.40, aggregate (a) has many small isolated pores while, aggregate (c) has a highly
interconnected tortuous pore structure. The 3D visualization provides useful information
on pore connectivity, tortuosity, distribution, and size, which can be used to characterize
aggregate behavior with respect to durability and ability to resist external forces from
environmental impact and loading.
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(a) 3D surfaace generatio
on of an aggrregate

(bb) 3D surfacce generationn of pores wiithin
thhe aggregatee

(c) 3D surfaace generatio
on of an aggrregate

(dd) 3D surfacce generationn of pores wiithin
thhe aggregatee

Figure 3.40
0: 3D renderring from CT
C scans on aggregate p
particles thaat show twoo
different ty
ypes of pore distribution within an
n aggregate p
particle
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Chapter 4
Analyses of Results
This chapter presents the results of the 3D computed tomography imagining analysis of
the investigated aggregates. The construction of 3D images of virgin aggregates and
aggregates subjected to sodium sulfate soundness and freeze-thaw tests is presented,
along with the quantitative analysis of pore space within the investigated aggregates,
including total, connected, and isolated pores. Computed tomography imaging analysis
results for treated aggregates are also explained in terms of physical characteristics of
aggregates and durability against degradation/disintegration.
4.1 Goldberg Aggregate – Limestone
Seven Goldberg aggregate samples were scanned during the first trip to the Advanced
Photon Source. One virgin sample was scanned and then subjected to two test cycles of
sodium sulfate soundness, and then scanned again. In addition, this sample was subjected
to three more test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness before scanning for the third time.
Due to the limited time available for scanning at the Advanced Photon Source facility,
wetting/drying cycles were limited to two hours each. This aggregate sample is termed as
“scan on the same.” Furthermore, aggregates with one, two, three, four, and five test
cycles of sodium sulfate soundness, conducted according to the AASHTO T104
procedure, were scanned. The resolution of the images was 4.24 µm/voxel.
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Virgin aggregate samples were scanned and analyzed to obtain reference information on
pore space distribution on non-treated aggregates. Sodium sulfate soundness and freezethaw tests induced changes to the aggregate particles, including breakdown and
degradation of the aggregate structure. Three-dimensional images of aggregate samples
subjected to sodium sulfate soundness or freeze-thaw tests are analyzed and compared
with the virgin aggregate of each type.
Figures 4.1-4.12 show CT constructed 3D images and slices for Goldberg aggregate
samples subjected to zero (virgin), one, two, three, four and five test cycles of sodium
sulfate soundness, as described by AASHTO T104 procedure. Figure 4.1 shows the 3D
view of the pore space within a Goldberg virgin aggregate. The 3D image shows two
types of pore space: isolated pores within aggregate solid that are not connected to the
external surface, and pores that are connected to other pores and to the external surface of
the aggregate particle. The virgin Goldberg limestone aggregate possesses a pore
structure that is uniformly distributed within the aggregate mass, and the size of the pores
are relatively small. Referring to Figure 4.1, the pores that are connected to the surface of
the aggregate are colored in blue and the pores that are isolated within the aggregate solid
are colored in orange. Inspection of the 3D image and cross-sectional slices indicates the
presence of small cracks located near the surface of the aggregate, as depicted in Figure
4.2. It is observed from the images that the pores within the virgin aggregate are
irregularly shaped and have no apparent pattern.
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Pores isolated byy
matterial (orange))

Porres connectedd to
thee surface of thhe
agggregate (blue))

Soliid aggregate
matterial (limestoone)

ucted 3D im
mage of the v irgin Goldb
berg aggreggate samplee
Figure 4.1: CT constru
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Conneected pores

Slices

((a) Upper sllice

Crack
C
near su
urface of aggrregate

((b) Lower sllice
Figure 4.2: Pore space and crack within cros s-sections oof Goldberg virgin aggrregate
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As described in Chapter 3, the characteristics of pore space for the investigated Goldberg
aggregate samples were measured. Each aggregate sample contains thousands of
individual pores; therefore, pore space analysis was conducted using spreadsheets. The
total volume of the solid material, volume of pores connected to the aggregate surface,
and volume of isolated pores were measured and used to calculate the porosity of the
investigated aggregate samples. The total porosity of the aggregate as well as the porosity
of the aggregate in terms of the pores connected to the surface was calculated. The total
porosity is calculated as:
(4.1)

Where

= the total porosity,

is the volume of all voids,

sample, including solid material and voids,

is the total volume of the

is the volume of the solid material,

the volume of the pores connected to the surface of the aggregate sample and

is
is the

volume of the pores isolated within aggregate solid. The porosity of an aggregate particle
considering pores connected to the surface

is given by:
(4.2)

The porosity of the aggregate based on isolated pores

is the difference between the

total and connected porosities:
(4.3)
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Equations 4.1 to 4.3 were used to calculate porosities of the investigated virgin and
treated aggregate particles. Table 4.1 summarizes the results of aggregate solid and pore
space volume measurements from 3D CT images and the corresponding porosities for all
investigated aggregates. For Goldberg virgin aggregate particle, the total porosity of the
sample is 1.0% and the porosity considering pores connected to the surface of the
aggregate is 0.5%, as depicted in Table 4.1.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show a 3D CT constructed image of the Goldberg aggregate with one
test cycle of sodium sulfate soundness (as described in Chapter 3). This sample possessed
a significant number of pores near the surface, some of which are large. The increase in
the number of pores and volume that is connected to the outside surface of the sample is
the result of degrading material near the aggregate surface due to sodium sulfate
treatment. The porosity of the aggregate considering the pores connected to the surface is
2.9% and the total porosity is 3.1% (Table 4.1). As depicted in Figure 4.3, pores that are
connected to the surface of the aggregate are also highly connected to each other,
indicating that thin solid barriers between pores may be degrading as the aggregate is
subjected to wetting/drying sodium sulfate soundness test cycles. The connected
(permeable) pores allow the penetration of the sodium sulfate during the wetting cycle.
Internal expansion force develops due to re-hydration of the sodium sulfate upon rewetting (after drying cycle) causing weathering/disintegration of solid material. Only
0.2% of the number of pores in this sample account for 90% of the total pore volume,
which means there is a large number of small pores and a few very large-volume pores.
The 3D image and slices show the aggregate has cracks near the surface, with a number
of the cracks propagating within the aggregate. It was noticed the pores connected to the

Table 4.1: Volume and porosity properties of the investigated aggregates
Sodium
Aggregate
Sulfate
Type
Soundness
Cycle #
Goldberg
Virgin
1
2
3
Sodium
Sulfate
4
Soundness
5
2 on same
5 on same
Kraemer
Virgin
2 on same
Sodium
Sulfate
4
Soundness
5
Larson
Virgin
1 on same
Sodium
2 on same
Sulfate
4
Soundness
5

Volume (μm3)

Porosity

Bulk Solid
Particle

Total Pores

Connected
Pores

Isolated
Pores

1,878,174,720
4,432,906,240
14,628,932,608
4,548,087,296
9,901,642,728
9,193,993,216
3,706,121,216
2,860,262,912

19,227,836
143,069,771
431,051,936
165,165,040
1,401,499,604
1,180,359,968
66,232,746
90,479,169

8,639,572
133,372,502
151,046,880
83,682,104
1,347,489,536
1,062,797,760
43,801,328
74,604,472

10,588,264
9,697,270
280,005,056
81,482,936
54,010,068
117,562,208
22,431,418
15,874,697

0.0046
0.0291
0.0100
0.0178
0.1192
0.1024
0.0116
0.0253

0.0056
0.0021
0.0186
0.0173
0.0048
0.0113
0.0059
0.0307

2,585,366,528
36,207,220
35,265,540,096
7,370,570,340

25,751,780
445,958
1,100,607,641
960,383,832

18,279,748
338,599
405,885,380
901,352,064

7,472,032
107,359
694,722,261
59,031,768

0.0070
0.0092
0.0112
0.1082

0.0029 0.0099
0.0029 0.0122
0.0191 0.0303
0.0071 0.1153

7,504,349,184
6,435,641,344
7,262,490,112
42,697,805,824
33,742,682,112

509,997,112
495,835,344
581,913,512
8,877,341,332
3,685,295,876

410,523,776
412,333,280
485,070,176
8,506,180,944
2,940,204,949

99,473,336
83,502,064
96,843,336
371,160,388
745,090,928

0.0512
0.0595
0.0618
0.1649
0.0786

0.0124
0.0120
0.0123
0.0072
0.0199

Connected Isolated

Total
0.0101
0.0313
0.0286
0.0350
0.1240
0.1138
0.0176
0.0054

0.0636
0.0715
0.0742
0.1721
0.0985
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Table 4.1 (cont.): Volume and porosity properties of the investigated aggregates
Sodium
Aggregate
Sulfate
Type
Soundness
Cycle #
Ulland
Sodium
Sulfate
Soundness
Martin
Sodium
Sulfate
Soundness
Dane
Lime
Sodium
Sulfate
Soundness
FreezeThaw
New Ulm
Sodium
Sulfate
Soundness

Volume (μm3)
Bulk Solid
Particle

Total Pores

Porosity

Connected
Pores

Isolated Pores Connected Isolated

Total

Virgin
2 on same

4,722,332,864
4,334,629,888

126,985,763
156,810,094

3,155,563
8,789,278

123,830,200
148,020,816

0.0007
0.0020

0.0255 0.0262
0.0330 0.0349

4

30,425,925,632

218,151,806

184,130,788

34,021,017

0.0060

0.0011

0.0071

virgin

4,972,979,200

50,915,025

45765263.3

5149761.279

0.0091

0.0010

0.0101

1 on same

7,950,942,720

157,484,114

150,548,456

6,935,658

0.0186

0.0009

0.0194

2 on same

6,321,473,536

237,822,241

236,371,984

1,450,257

0.0360

0.0002

0.0363

Virgin

85,932,072,960

1,794,968,335

527,251,126 1,267,717,209

0.0060

0.0145

0.0205

3

167,675,183,104

3,881,703,304

1,974,933,489 1,906,769,815

0.0115

0.0111

0.0226

145,467,408,384 6,029,464,036 4,203,837,202 1,825,626,834
132,142,784,512 11,694,446,604 10,503,694,723 1,190,751,881
127,043,305,472 9,936,707,871 8,506,180,944 1,430,526,927
3,060,306,688
114,412,532
95,181,260
19,231,272
3,156,571,136
122,351,283
103,663,727
18,687,557

0.0277
0.0730
0.0621
0.0300
0.0316

0.0121
0.0083
0.0104
0.0061
0.0057

0.0398
0.0813
0.0725
0.0360
0.0373

66,438,393,856

0.0596

0.0034

0.0630

5
30
45
Virgin
2 on same
4

4,467,674,899

4,223,308,907

244,365,992
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Table 4.1 (cont.): Volume and porosity properties of the investigated aggregates
Sodium
Aggregate
Sulfate
Type
Soundness
Cycle #
Mich
Light
Freeze
Thaw
Michigan
Sodium
Sulfate
Soundness
Mich
Dark
Sodium
Sulfate
Soundness
Freeze
Thaw

Virgin
3
5
30
45
Virgin
1 on same
2 on same
4
5

Volume (μm3)
Bulk Solid
Particle

Total Pores

Connected
Pores

86,161,178,624 8,224,325,258 7,254,828,531
163,141,124,096 10,883,825,701 8,986,969,460
179,569,098,752 10,658,309,024 8,729,534,555
79,039,528,960 3,432,615,867 1,912,068,740
159,709,855,744 12,357,711,762 10,230,322,206
7,741,865,472
340,719,872
241,422,992
9,502,771,200
523,031,568
346,138,240
7,812,016,640
698,269,632
603,077,632
46,125,199,360 1,435,919,909
880,271,896
48,854,913,024
631,865,335
280,054,188

Porosity
Isolated Pores Connected Isolated

Total

969,496,728
1,896,856,241
1,928,774,468
1,520,547,127
2,127,389,556
99,296,880
176,893,328
95,192,000
555,648,014
351811147.1

0.0769
0.0516
0.0459
0.0232
0.0595
0.0299
0.0345
0.0709
0.0185
0.0057

0.0103
0.0109
0.0101
0.0184
0.0124
0.0123
0.0176
0.0112
0.0117
0.0071

0.0871
0.0625
0.0560
0.0416
0.0718
0.0422
0.0522
0.0821
0.0302
0.0128

Virgin

92,781,764,608

325,494,837

212,961,860

112,532,976

0.0023

0.0012

0.0035

3

75,890,982,912

985,784,510

582,586,304

403,198,207

0.0076

0.0052

0.0128

5
30
45

178,117,427,200
89,688,129,536
154,669,170,688

1,074,453,931
1,538,642,920
2,675,659,630

638,425,624
436,028,307
1,062,990,637
475,652,283
830,522,181 1,845,137,449

0.0036
0.0117
0.0053

0.0024
0.0052
0.0117

0.0060
0.0169
0.0170
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Isolated pores (orrange)
Porres connectedd to surface annd
higghly connecteed to each other
(bluue)

Solid aggreegate
material (liimestone)

Figure 4.3: CT constru
ucted 3D im
mage of Gold
dberg aggreegate subjeccted to one ttest
cycle of sod
dium sulfatee soundness, 3.1% totall porosity
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Propagatiing crack and
d angular poree
connected
d to aggregatee surface

((a) Upper sllice

Angullar shaped po
ores

((b) Lower sllice
Figure 4.4: Crack and angular po
ores within ccross-sections of Goldb
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aggregate surface exhibit an angular shape, as shown in Figure 4.4 (b). In this aggregate
particle, there is still a large number of small pores isolated within the aggregate, as
depicted in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.5 presents a 3D CT constructed image for an aggregate sample with two test
cycles of sodium sulfate soundness, which has a connected porosity of 1.0% and total
porosity of 2.9% (Table 4.1). As observed from the image, this specimen exhibited a
larger number of pores connected to the surface and a few micro cracks that propagate
throughout the entire particle, as depicted in the top slice of Figure 4.6. Inspection of
Figure 4.5 illustrates how the pores connected to the surface after two test cycles reach
farther into the center of the aggregate. This sample contains a higher concentration of
isolated pores compared with the virgin sample and the sample with one test cycle of
sodium sulfate soundness.
It should be noted these are different aggregate specimens within the same aggregate type
(Goldberg); therefore, variability in pore space volumes and distributions is affected by
the fact that specimens are different. The concentration of isolated pores near the center
of the aggregate is greater than that near the top of the aggregate (Figure 4.5), while there
are more pores connected to the aggregate surface at the top. This could be a result of the
pores and cracks propagating near the top of the sample while it takes longer for the pores
to propagate into the center. The cracks are more likely to propagate and connect pores
near the surface of the sample with less effort because there is less confinement near the
surface, while the center is well-confined all around.
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Quantitative porosity analysis is presented in Table 4.1 and discussed later in this Chapter
to provide a rational measure for comparison. Some of the pores are irregularly shaped,
similar to those observed in the virgin specimen. These irregular pores tend to be isolated
within the aggregate solid. The pores connected to the surface exhibited irregular angular
shape.
Referring to Figure 4.7, the aggregate with three test cycles of the sodium sulfate
soundness exhibited a significant increase in the size of the cracks within the aggregate,
but the number of pores connected to the surface was less than that in the sample with
two test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness. The total porosity of 3.5% of the aggregate
subjected to three sodium sulfate cycles was larger than the aggregate that was subjected
to two sodium sulfate cycles of 2.9%. One large crack was observed throughout the
specimen, as shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. There is an indication of pitting of localized
regions within the aggregate near pores that are connected to the surface. Many of the
pores connected to the surface are irregularly shaped, angular, and distributed more near
the sample center. The isolated pores irregularly shaped are fairly evenly distributed
where the connected pores have not yet reached.
The pores connected to the surface of the aggregate with four test cycles of sodium
sulfate soundness dominate throughout the entire aggregate particle, as presented in
Figure 4.9. The porosity of the aggregate particle considering pores connected to the
surface is 11.9% and the total porosity of this aggregate is 12.4%. Very few distinct
cracks were observed, while the pores connected to the surface exhibited a pattern of
angular shape in a highly connected network; the slices in Figure 4.10 demonstrate the
angularity of these pores.
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The connected pores are evenly distributed throughout the entire sample and only a small
percentage of the pores are isolated within the aggregate. Furthermore, the pores that are
connected to the surface are highly connected to each other. One of the connected pores
consists of 94% of the total volume of the pores within this sample, which means the
majority of the connected pore space is considered a single connected, highly tortuous
pore, as shown in Figure 4.9.
The aggregate sample with five test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness did not exhibit a
significant pore space compared with the sample with four test cycles of sodium sulfate
soundness. The total porosity of this sample is 11.4%, which is less than the 12.4% total
porosity of the sample that experienced four sodium sulfate soundness cycles. However,
there was significant pitting and many large pores within the sample, as depicted in
Figure 4.11. This could be explained by the variability of individual aggregates within the
same batch. Figure 4.11 shows some concentrated areas of isolated pores, but the pores
connected to the surface dominate most of the sample. The pores are highly connected
and tortuous. The pores in the aggregate sample with five test cycles of sodium sulfate
soundness are much more irregularly shaped and smaller than the pores in the aggregate
particle with four test cycles, but are still angular, as shown in Figure 4.12.
Inspection of these images demonstrates the aggregates exhibit increasing porosity with
the increase in the number of sodium sulfate soundness test cycles due to degradation,
disintegration and weathering within the aggregate solids from sodium sulfate treatment.
The degradation of the investigated aggregates from the sodium sulfate soundness testing
is described later in this Chapter.
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4.2 Pore Size Analyses
Volumes and porosities of the investigated Goldberg aggregate particles are summarized
in Table 4.2. Figure 4.13 shows the variation of Goldberg aggregate porosities with the
number of sodium sulfate test cycles. Figure 4.13 (a) presents the total porosity, porosity
of aggregate particle with respect to pores connected to the surface and porosity of
aggregate with respect to pores isolated within the particle solid of different aggregate
samples at increasing test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness. On the other hand, Figure
4.13 (b) shows the increase in particle porosity with the increase in the number of sodium
sulfate test cycles on the same aggregate. Test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness on the
same aggregate demonstrate the increase of porosity of the particle with respect to pores
connected to the surface of the aggregate, while the porosity of the particle with respect
to the isolated pores remained unchanged.
Examination of Figure 4.13 (a and b) demonstrates that sodium sulfate soundness test has
a significant influence on aggregate durability. Pores that are connected to the surface of
the aggregate and also connected to each other (permeable pores) allow the penetration of
the sodium sulfate during the wetting cycles. The internal expansion force, develops in
pore space due to re-hydration of the sodium sulfate upon re-wetting (after drying cycle),
causes weathering/disintegration of solid material such as the thin solid barriers between
connected pores as illustrated in Figure 4.13 (c). This effect increases with the increase in
the number of wetting/drying cycles. Therefore, the porosity when considering the
connected pores (the total porosity also) increases with the increase of the wetting/drying
cycles. Isolated pores will not be affected since sodium sulfate will not be able to
penetrate these pores during the test time.
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Table 4.2: Volumes and porosities of Goldberg aggregates
Sodium Sulfate Soundness Treatment
Description
Solid material
(mm3),
Connected pores
(mm3),
Isolated pores
(mm3),
Connected
Porosity,
Total Porosity,

Virgin

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

Cycle 4

Cycle 5

1.87817

4.43291

14.62893

4.54809 9.90164 9.19399

0.00864

0.13337

0.15105

0.08368 1.34749 1.06280

0.01059

0.00970

0.28001

0.08148 0.05401 0.11756

0.0046

0.0291

0.0100

0.0178

0.1192

0.1024

0.0101

0.0313

0.0286

0.0350

0.1240

0.1138

The increase in aggregate porosity with the increase in sodium sulfate soundness test
cycles is demonstrated in 2D slices, as presented in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. The slices in
Figure 4.14 are nearly the same cross-sections of the same aggregate particle. The size of
the aggregate pores connected to the surface of the aggregate in Figure 4.14 becomes
larger with increasing sodium sulfate soundness cycles on the same aggregate. Figure
4.15 shows the degradation of the aggregate solid material with increasing sodium sulfate
soundness test cycles for different aggregate particles. The wetting/drying sodium sulfate
soundness test cycles on the same aggregate were time-constrained by the availability of
the APS facility, and, therefore, do not show as much degradation as the aggregates
subjected to the full wetting/drying sodium sulfate soundness test cycle, as shown in
Figure 4.15. The slices in Figure 4.15, taken from different Goldberg aggregate particles,
show the increase of the pore population and size as the number of test cycles increases.
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Figure 4.13: Variation of Goldberg aggregate particle porosity with the number of
sodium sulfate soundness test cycles
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The volumes for pores both connected to the surface and isolated pores were analyzed.
The general trend after each cycle indicated the most of the pore volume resulted from a
smaller number of pores. This pattern shows that pores within the aggregate particles
become more connected as the number of sodium sulfate soundness test cycles increase.
During wetting/drying of the sodium sulfate soundness test cycles, the aggregates
experience internal pressures and forces that lead to breakdown of thin solid barriers
between pores; therefore, pore space volume increases. Micro-cracks also form within the
aggregate and other degradation mechanisms such as pitting induced by the sodium
sulfate soundness test, thereby creating more connectivity between the pores.
To further demonstrate the impact of wetting/drying cycles on the internal structure of
aggregates, pore size distribution was analyzed by assuming all pores are spherical. Pore
diameter corresponding with the pore size of a sphere was calculated for each pore
detected by CT constructed images. Distribution of cumulative pore volume percent
versus pore diameter was obtained for the aggregate particles subjected to cycles of
sodium sulfate soundness test.
Figure 4.16 presents the pore size distribution curves for Goldberg aggregate subjected to
different number of sodium sulfate soundness test cycles (0, 2 and 5). The graph shows
that 100% of the pores have a diameter larger than 0.005 mm, which is the smallest pore
detectable at the image resolution of the Goldberg aggregates. Inspection of the figure
shows that pore space increases with the increase in wetting/drying cycles. As an
example, for the aggregate particle under virgin condition, 70% of the pore volume is
occupied by pores with a diameter greater than or equal to 0.023 mm (D ≥ 0.023 mm),
while this pore diameter increases to greater than or equal to 0.039 mm (D ≥ 0.039 mm)
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for the same aggregate particle when subjected to two cycles of sodium sulfate soundness
test. In addition, when the same aggregate particle is subjected to five cycles of the
sodium sulfate soundness test, the pore diameter corresponding with 70% of the total
cumulative volume of pore space increases greater than or equal to 0.12 mm (D ≥ 0.12
mm).
Figure 4.17 presents the pore size distribution curves for discrete Goldberg aggregates at
different cycles of sodium sulfate soundness testing. The same behavior/trend observed in
Figure 4.16 occurs in Figure 4.17. It should be noted that for a high number of sodium
sulfate soundness wetting/drying cycles, the deterioration of aggregate particles is
significant. For example, 0.1 mm and larger pore diameter (i.e., D ≥ 0.1 mm) corresponds
with 17% of the cumulative pore volume of the virgin Goldberg aggregate, while the
same pore diameter range (D ≥ 0.12 mm) corresponds with 98% of the cumulative pore
volume for the Goldberg aggregated subjected to five test cycles of sodium sulfate
soundness (Figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16: The variation of pore size distribution with the number of
wetting/drying cycles from sodium sulfate soundness tests on the same Goldberg
aggregate particle
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Figure 4.17: The variation of pore size distribution with the number of
wetting/drying cycles from sodium sulfate soundness tests on different Goldberg
aggregate particle using equivalent spherical diameter

The width and length of all pores were also measured from the 3D CT images, as
described in Chapter 3. The average aspect ratio (width/length) of the pores for all
Goldberg aggregates was 0.64, which shows deviation from the spherical pore shape
assumption. Therefore, the pore size distribution using the width was plotted as shown in
Figure 4.18 to compare it with the pore size distribution using an equivalent spherical
diameter. The pore size distribution, with the number of wetting/drying cycles from the
sodium sulfate soundness test on the same Goldberg aggregate using pore width,
displayed similar distributions to using equivalent spherical diameters.
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Figure 4.18: The variation of pore size distribution with the number of
wetting/drying cycles from sodium sulfate soundness tests on the same Goldberg
aggregate particle using pore width measured from 3D CT images

4.3 Ulland Aggregate – Dolomite
The Ulland aggregate is a dolomitic limestone and has pore characteristics unlike
Goldberg limestone. The total porosity of the investigated virgin Ulland aggregate
particle is 2.6% and the porosity of the particle when considering pores connected to the
surface of the aggregate is 0.1% (Table 4.1). Most of the pore volume in the Ulland
virgin aggregate is isolated by material. Figure 4.19 presents a 3D view of the distribution
of pores in Ulland virgin aggregate and displays the dominance of the isolated pores. The
Ulland dolomite consists of many small pores that are isolated from the surface and from
each other. Unlike the Goldberg limestone, most of the pores are spherical in shape, as
depicted in Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.21 depicts a 3D view of the pore space observed in an Ulland aggregate particle
after four cycles of sodium sulfate soundness. Unlike the virgin Ulland aggregate, this
treated aggregate exhibited more pores connected to the surface of the aggregate, with a
connected porosity of 0.6% and a total porosity of 0.7%. The pores connected to the
surface are larger compared with the virgin aggregate and there are cracks within the
aggregate, as shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. The isolated voids in this Ulland aggregate
particle are not as visibly concentrated compared with the virgin aggregate and are larger
than the isolated voids within the Ulland virgin aggregate particle.
The aggregate porosity considering pores connected to the surface increases between the
virgin Ulland aggregate and the same particle after it was subjected to two more test
cycles of sodium sulfate soundness at APS. The increase in porosity is displayed in
Figure 4.23.
4.4 New Ulm Aggregate – Quartzite
The virgin New Ulm quartzite aggregate contains individual grains (crystals) that are
cemented/bonded together with another material. Pores occur between the grains where
there is no cementation or bonding. Where not cemented, the grain boundary exhibits a
complex pore structure, as depicted in Figure 4.24. The total porosity of the virgin New
Ulm aggregate is 3.6% and the porosity considering the pores connected to the aggregate
surface is 3.0%. The grain boundaries are clearly visualized in the slices shown in Figure
4.25. The higher intensity (brighter) material between the grains is the cementitious
material. The slices in Figure 4.25 also show the grains are not completely cemented and
pores exist between them.
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Figure 4.23: Variation of Ulland aggregate particle porosity with the number of
sodium sulfate soundness test cycles on the same aggregate particle

The New Ulm aggregate subjected to four test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness
exhibited an internal structure similar to that of the virgin New Ulm aggregate. However,
the aggregate subjected to four test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness did not have the
cementation between the grains; instead, only pores exist. The pores are highly connected
to each other and to the aggregate surface, as visualized in Figure 4.26. The porosity of
this particle in terms of pores connected to the surface is 6.0% and the total porosity is
6.3%. Some isolated voids exist within the aggregate. Figure 4.27 demonstrates the grains
are not cemented together as they were in the virgin New Ulm aggregate.
The 3D CT results of the New Ulm quartzite indicate an increase in porosity after cycling
with the sodium sulfate soundness test. Figure 4.28 displays the porosities of New Ulm
aggregates after treatment with sodium sulfte soundness. After testing, a larger
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Figure 4.28: Variation of New Ulm aggregate particle porosity with the number of
sodium sulfate soundness test cycles
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Figure 4.33: Variation of Martin aggregate particle porosity with the number of
sodium sulfate soundness test cycles
4.6 Aggregates Subjected to Freeze/Thaw Cycles
In addition to sodium sulfate soundness testing, Michigan and Dane County limestone
aggregates were subjected to unconfined freezing and thawing cycles according to
AASHTO T103 standard test procedure. A light rock and a dark rock from the Michigan
source were obtained, and one rock from a quarry in Dane County, WI. Cores were
extracted from three aggregate source rocks, as described in Chapter 3. Aggregate
samples were subjected to freezing and thawing and sodium sulfate soundness testing,
and 3D CT quantification was conducted. Slices from freeze-thaw and sodium sulfate
soundness testing are presented in Figures 4.34-4.36. Figure 4.34 shows the pores in the
Dane County limestone increased in size and angularity, and Figure 4.37 (a) shows the
porosity of the Dane County limestone increased with an increase in the number of test
cycles of sodium sulfate soundness and unconfined freezing and thawing. Figure 4.35 and
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Figure 4.37 (a): Variation of Dane County limestone aggregate particle porosity
with the number of sodium sulfate soundness and unconfined freeze thaw test cycles
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Figure 4.37 (b): Variation of light Michigan limestone aggregate particle porosity
with the number of sodium sulfate soundness and unconfined freeze thaw test cycles
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Figure 4.37 (c): Variation of dark Michigan limestone aggregate particle porosity
with the number of sodium sulfate soundness and unconfined freeze thaw test cycles
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The porosities of the aggregates subjected to freeze-thaw and sodium sulfate soundness
were compared at extreme cycles (five test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness and 45 test
cycles of freezing and thawing), as shown in Figure 4.38. All three aggregates subjected
to both types of testing have higher porosities at 45 cycles of freezing and thawing than
five test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness. This coincides with higher degradation and
deterioration of aggregates at 45 cycles of freezing and thawing than five test cycles of
sodium sulfate soundness. Even though the aggregate cores were obtained from the same
area of each rock, the virgin light Michigan core has a higher porosity than the core
subjected to five test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness, as well as the core subjected to
45 cycles of freezing and thawing, as shown in Figure 4.38 (b). The light Michigan
limestone did show a higher porosity in the core subjected to 45 freeze-thaw cycles than
the core subjected to five test cycles of sodium sulfate soundness. The Dane County
limestone and dark Michigan limestone demonstrated an increase in porosity over the
virgin aggregate, as demonstrated in Figure 3.38 (a) and (c).
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Figure 4.38: Comparison of sodium sulfate soundness with unconfined freezing and
thawing
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4.7 Kraemeer and Larson Aggrega
ates - Limesstone
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o the 3D CT
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F test cyclles of sodium
m sulfate souundness on a Kraemer
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ghly connecteed pore struccture througghout the agggregate with
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n Figure 4.400. Larson lim
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o Kraemer. Porosity
P
anaalysis based oon CT imagees for these
aggregates is
i summarizeed in Table 4.1
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Figure 4.39
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porosity
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Figure 4.40
0: CT constrructed 3D im
mage of Kraaemer aggrregate with ffive cycles oof
sodium sulffate soundn
ness, 11.5% total porosiity

Figures 4.41
1 and 4.42 display the po
orosity of tesst cycles of ssodium sulfaate soundnesss on
Kraemer and Larson agg
gregate samp
ples, respecttively.
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Figure 4.41: Variation of Kraemer aggregate particle porosity with the number of
sodium sulfate soundness and unconfined freeze thaw test cycles
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Figure 4.42: Variation of Larson aggregate particle porosity with the number of
sodium sulfate soundness and unconfined freeze thaw test cycles
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations

The objective of this research study is to use X-ray CT technology to investigate the
internal structure and porosity of various types of aggregate particles such as limestone,
granite, and quartzite. Characterizing the internal structure of aggregate particles, and
quantifying porosity, pore space distribution, and connectivity within the particles is
essential to understanding and predicting the material behavior when it is subjected to
various loading conditions. Aggregate particles are important components of Portland
cement concrete and other materials that are used to build infrastructure. These materials,
with aggregate particles as the main components, are subjected to various internal and
external loading. One of the internal loading mechanisms that is detrimental to the
aggregate structure comes from harsh environmental conditions due to low temperatures.
Water freezing and thawing within the aggregate internal structure deteriorates and
degrades aggregate particles, thereby affecting the structural integrity and performance of
infrastructure. Characterization of the internal structure of aggregate particles and pore
space will help further understanding of aggregate durability and its connection with pore
space, pore space distribution, and pore space connectivity.
Virgin and treated aggregate particles of different origins were subjected to X-ray CT
scanning to obtain high-resolution 3D images. Aggregate treatments consisted of
wetting/drying cycles conducted using the sodium sulfate soundness test, and actual
freeze-thaw cycles via the freeze-thaw test to simulate the impact of the environment on
aggregate durability. The CT scans were carried out using a sector 13-BMD synchrotron
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microtomography beamline at the Advanced Photon Source of the Argonne National
Laboratory, Illinois. The acquired CT scan images were subjected to post-processing
analysis to construct 3D rendering of the aggregate particles, which display the aggregate
solid material and pore space. Furthermore, the acquired 3D high-resolution images were
analyzed to investigate the pore structure and micro-cracks of these aggregate types.
Aggregate durability and strength is greatly influenced by size, distribution, and
connectivity of pore spaces within aggregate particles. Quantitative analysis was
conducted on these images to identify parameters pertaining to aggregate durability.
Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions have been reached:
1. The X-ray CT technology was useful for visualizing the internal structure of
aggregate particles with high resolution. This visual inspection provided
information on pore space characteristics such as pore shape, connectivity, and
distribution. In addition, volumetric quantities, such as the volume of aggregate
particles and the volume of pore space, were identified and measured. These
measured quantities were used to calculate porosities of the investigated
aggregates, which provided properties of these aggregates using the constructed
3D CT images (non-conventional method). As an example, the calculated total
porosity of the investigated virgin aggregates ranges between 0.4% for the dark
Michigan limestone and 8.7% for the light Michigan limestone.
2. The sodium sulfate soundness test effects on the treated aggregates (degradation,
disintegration and weathering) were significant, as observed in the 3D CT images
of treated aggregate particles. Pore space volume increased as the aggregate
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particles were treated with wetting/drying cycles of sodium sulfate solution. The
total porosity for one of the virgin Michigan limestone particles is 4.2%, which
increased to 5.2% after one wetting/drying sodium sulfate soundness cycle, and to
8.21% after two wetting/drying sodium sulfate soundness cycles on the same
particle.
3. The sodium sulfate soundness test significantly affected the permeable
(connected) pore space and induced degradation/disintegration, which increased
the volume of connected pore space with the increase of the number of
wetting/drying test cycles. The connected porosity for one of the virgin Michigan
limestone particles is 3.0%. This connected porosity increased to 3.5% after one
wetting/drying sodium sulfate soundness cycle, and to 7.1% after two
wetting/drying sodium sulfate soundness cycles on the same particle.
4. Isolated pore space remained unchanged with the number of sodium sulfate test
cycles, since the salt could not penetrate these pores to induce internal force of
expansion, which degraded and disintegrated the aggregate structure.
5. The freeze-thaw test induced changes to pore space of the treated aggregates with
the noticeable impact on connected pore space of the aggregate particle.
Based on the results of this study, the following is recommended for future work:
1. Physical tests such as mercury intrusion porosimetry should be conducted and
compared with CT porosity.
2. Finite element analysis and physical compression tests could be conducted on
aggregate scans with increasing test cycles to determine the effect of testing the
strength of the particles.
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3. More samples should be scanned to increase the confidence of the testing effect.
4. More tests on the same aggregate should be conducted.
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